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Proﬁle

STAATSTHEATER DARMSTADT

„Inside is diﬀerent from outside“ was the title of an exhibition featuring buildings
by Lederer + Ragnarsdóttir + Oei that toured German architecture galleries a few
years ago. In Berlin and Munich people may well think that the motto, which the
Stuttgart-based architects still use today, is no more than a platitude. In the Baden-Württemberg region, where generations of post-War architects have worked
on eliminating the diﬀerence between inside and outside, the solution sounds
to many like a provocation – if not a betrayal: the betrayal of the kind of modern
architecture that favors light, transparent, open constructions. And it‘s true. The
architecture of LRO, with its predilection for walled facades and sculptural arrangements is heavy and emphatically corporeal.
An obvious conclusion would be to detect foreign inﬂuences behind this renunciation of regional traditions. After all, German names are in a minority on the letterhead
of LRO. But if the truth be known, local Swabians enjoy a majority of two to one. In
1992 Stuttgart-born Arno Lederer and his Icelandic colleague Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir
(who studied architecture at the University of Stuttgart) were joined by a third person, the youngest of the partners, Marc Oei, a Chinaman born in Fellbach (right next
to Stuttgart). Since then, the trio has made a name for itself beyond the borders of
the state with a series of public buildings, in particular schools, cultural ediﬁces and
ecclesiastical buildings, almost all of which have been awarded architecture prizes.

What I have always
wanted to rip down
in Stuttgart...

On the side, in the early 2000s, Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir was involved in stage design
and costumes at theaters in Reykjavik. Arno Lederer, who, having held chairs at the
Stuttgart University of Applied Sciences and the University of Karlsruhe, has headed
the University of Stuttgart’s Institute of Public Buildings and Design since 2005, contributes to the high proﬁle and the success of the bureau on a rhetorical level, too,
with controversial publications and lectures. As an example, the subject of one of his
ﬁrst seminars at the architecture faculty in Stuttgart was: „What I have always wanted
to rip down in Stuttgart…“
And where the power of the spoken word alone is not enough, he takes up his pencil
to further his cause. In order to get across to the Hessian Minister of Science and Art
the diﬀerence between refurbishing Staatstheater Darmstadt in purely technical
terms and in architectural terms, he drew a holey, shabby jacket. A second picture
showed the patched jacket – its holes had been darned and its rips mended. This,
explained Arno Lederer, is how it would look after a purely technical, engineeringbased overhaul, functional, but not particularly attractive. In his third sketch the jacket had red cuﬀs, green lapels and gold buttons –this was the architectural solution,
combining practicality with an attractive appearance. The minister got the message.
Darmstadt’s theater could be made more attractive – at a slight additional charge.
A sense of the practical combined with a decided ﬂair for the sensual qualities of
architecture and space particularly characterize the buildings of LRO. It is indeed
the case that the story in the tired 1950s building in the west of Stuttgart where the
architects have their oﬃces is quite clearly dominated by the sober principles of eﬃciency and cost-eﬀectiveness. Black linoleum in all the rooms is the only concession
to their own sense of aesthetic appeal; otherwise Lederer, Ragnarsdóttir and Oei have
made do with what was on oﬀer: a long passageway, oﬃce cells.
When they design buildings for others, however, in addition to the long-term beneﬁt
of a brick façade, such as the one on the school building in Scharnhauser Park, the
sensual quality of the material and of the space is also always a factor. The roughness
of the surfaces, the bricks with their extra-wide grout, the reddish color of the bricks
in contrast with the yellow mortar, display a strong materiality that invites touch
and feel, a stairway, a kind of cross between an art deco sculpture and a Frank Lloyd
Wright spiral, that opens up over all stories behind the low entrance to the EVS building extension, oﬀering a surprising and gratifying sense of space.
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At any rate Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei are not content to voluntarily restrict themselves to brightness, minimized constructions, reduced shapes, ﬂowing footprints,
technology and the functionality typical of modern architecture. They insist on the
entire panoply of possibilities: the kind of light that features all shades between light
and dark, focused and unfocused, direct and indirect, spaces that can be broad or
narrow, high or low, closed or open, construction techniques that include solid, simple mechanisms and colors that are not interested in the dictates of taste. The Catholic
Academy in the Hohenheim district of Stuttgart, for example, houses its seminar
participants in a choice of pink or turquoise rooms. One slightly disgruntled critic
described them as “the kind of colors you get with department store pajamas. Similar
shades are to be found in the Darmstadt theater – as there was insuﬃcient funding
available for new covers for the ventilation openings, ﬂues and sprinklers in the
upper foyer, the architects painted everything black, and hung up ceiling sails that
ﬂutter around like a ﬂock of birds in light blue, light green and powdery pink against
the severe black and white of the interior.

Their architectural range includes a predilection for sometimes reducing things to a
pointed, thoroughly aphoristic minimum of what is functionally necessary and, at the
same time, a facility for integrating their projects into the urban context. Again, this is
particularly noticeable in the case of Staatstheater Darmstadt, for which, above and
beyond the scope of any refurbishment commission, it became the objective of Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei to rescue the theater from its isolation in a public park.
In order to provide the 1970s drive-in theater with a portal, they placed a white
concrete structure directly before the almost entirely closed front, leaving absolutely
no doubt as to where the entrance was located. As curvy as a baroque commode,
it is itself playing the part of a theater – the wide-open red leaf doors on its balcony
giving the impression of a stage curtain, in front of which the audience ﬁnds itself in
the limelight. Architecture could scarcely express more unequivocally that the theater is part of public life.
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But at LRO they are still not completely satisﬁed with what they have achieved. In order to integrate the building more fully into the inner-city axis network, the architects
would like to redesign the park so as to make it a kind of forecourt to the theater. The
balcony of the portal commode would then be ideal for outdoor performances, from
plays to open-air concerts, and the architectural gesture would be able to extend
further into the city. So far, however, their suggestions have not met with a great deal
of approval. When it comes to complex urban planning contexts, the didactic eﬃcacy
of analogies with a jacket has obviously reached its limits.

Interview

LEDERER + RAGNARSDÓTTIR + OEI
Their temperaments complement one another: Arno Lederer, laid back, given
to mockery, and Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir, lively, strong-willed, are a well-rehearsed
team, not only in the oﬃce but also in real life. Marc Oei, the man with the Chinese
roots and the Swabian dialect, is the quiet, reserved third party in the partnership. In the bureau‘s meeting room with its spartan furniture they all join me for a
somewhat rare joint interview.

You work in a very built-up area in the west of Stuttgart, in a 1950s oﬃce building.
Did you move in here because the house’s rather dated charm appealed to you?
Lederer
No, the rooms are not particularly practical but the rent is very low. This is a factor for
us because we always work on incredibly tight budgets. Anything that we don‘t have
to spend here we can invest in the projects.
Konzept-Isometrien der
Auguststraße

Ragnarsdóttir
These really are not our ideal rooms, more a kind of non-rooms. We often discuss the
pros and cons of this kind of division into individual oﬃces. I would prefer an openplan oﬃce.
Oei
But the location is fabulous; I am not so terribly dissatisﬁed.

How many staﬀ do you employ?
Lederer
At the moment 25; architects, interns and one secretary. Our payroll is relatively constant, most of our employees have a ﬁrm contract.

Everyone knows
where they stand
and a pleasant working environment

Ragnarsdóttir
This way, everybody knows where they stand and it makes for a pleasant working
environment.

But this being the case, your order book does not seem to be in particularly bad
shape.
Oei
Nevertheless, what we lack in our projects is a real money-spinner. But parallel to any
projects we are working on we are permanently participating in competitions, some
14 per year, and for these, too, we also need the assistance of our staﬀ.
Are competitions the economic backbone of your bureau or are you also increasingly receiving direct commissions?
Lederer
No, the main basis of our projects is competitions. We also have two or three direct
commissions, but for some reason or other such jobs always run into trouble.
How long has this partnership being existence or, to put it another way, what was
it that brought you together?
Lederer
The bureau was set up in 1979 with a colleague called Sambeth. However, we parted
company fairly quickly, basically because we two had no work to do.
Ragnarsdóttir
In 1982, while I was working on my degree dissertation, I met Arno. Given the theme
of my degree dissertation he asked me if I would enter a competition for a kindergarten in Tübingen with him. Afterwards we decided that we had to continue the
successful working relationship, as in our very ﬁrst competition we won ﬁrst prize. It
was because of this that we got married immediately afterwards as otherwise, being
a foreigner, I would have had to leave the country. Then, in 1985, I came aboard as a
partner.

DUMMY. ..........................
........

Lederer
She proposed to me.
Ragnarsdóttir
Yes, and why not? For me it was a very practical matter.
Oei
I joined the bureau in 1988 as an employee. I did my degree with Arno and started
two weeks before submitting my thesis. After four years I played with the idea of
leaving but then the way things go … I stayed and became a partner.
You all studied in Stuttgart. Is this background a factor in your architecture?
Lederer
No, our professors and the courses themselves were simply too varied for this to be
the case.
Ragnarsdóttir
Our approach to architecture developed gradually and is still a living process. We
have grown together over time.
But people would never even team up, would they, without a certain basic consensus.

Each one of us is responsible for some of
the unpleasant duties.

Lederer
To begin with, there was a consensus about the fact that winning the competition
was only the start of a long journey. Without a doubt, it is typical of our bureau that
projects change dramatically after the competition. This has been one of our guiding
principles since the bureau was established. Architecture is a process of development
and the project is not ﬁnished until the very end.
How do you work together? Do you divide up responsibilities in a certain way?
Lederer
With us, things like that are relatively disorganized. Though there is no clear division
of labor, there are certain emphases. Each one of us is responsible for some of the
unpleasant duties. Jórunn, for example, has to look after ﬁnancial matters...
Oei
And disputes are usually my job.
Are you a good arbitrator?
Oei
You have to enjoy that sort of thing. And there really was a period in my life when I
thought I would study law. For me, it‘s a kind of hobby. For example, in the evenings I
like to browse through the Federal Court of Justice’s website.
Lederer
I am the one who has the meetings with the developers and has to go and see the
municipal councils – which at times can be unpleasant.
Ragnarsdóttir
Arno has the strongest outside presence of all of us. He is really wonderfully talented
as an actor, something that helps him immensely in presenting our ideas and our
stance to other people.

How do you approach design?
Lederer
I have to admit that our working methods are rather diﬀerent. Mark Oei handles his
competitions alone, he wants to draft everything himself. I am somewhere in the
middle and Jórunn works with the staﬀ.
Oei
With the smaller competitions it is quicker to do things yourself. In the case of large
competitions that is impossible, of course.
Would you take on projects after relinquishing them after the blueprint planning?
Lederer
We have two or three projects where things unfortunately went that way. One of
them was the conversion of a commercial building in Stuttgart. We ultimately planned the whole façade all the way through, although we never received any payment
for it. This method of working is simply ineﬃcient and, above all, unsatisfactory.
Oei
Which is why we don‘t take on projects like that on principle, and we say this at the
outset, when we are invited to take part in competitions.
Has it become more diﬃcult over the years to hold your ground on the market
with this attitude?
Lederer
You can’t really say that. The economic situation has certainly become more diﬃcult,
which means that our fees are in a downward spiral and that there is less money
available in general, although the prices for materials and for workmen have gone
up. The divide is growing constantly. As a result it is becoming more diﬃcult to tell
developers that we have changed our mind about certain things during the planning
process, because then they immediately say: why didn‘t you think of that straightaway?

This common outlook, this idea of
rethinking and changing everything right
up until the end is
typical of us.

Ragnarsdóttir
But this common outlook, this idea of rethinking and changing everything right up
until the end is typical of us. I see this as a strength, rather than a weakness.

Are there any particular types of construction jobs that you prefer? In recent years
you have designed a conspicuously large number of schools.
Lederer
That is just chance. We for our part are not looking for that kind of specialization. We
occasionally do a bathroom and other little jobs crop up repeatedly.

BESTEHORNPARK LEARNING CENTER, ASCHERSLEBEN
New building and revitalization,
competition, 2006, ﬁrst prize, completion 2009

Ragnarsdóttir
But of course we do keep doing school competitions. Last year we won a school in
Aschersleben, one in Cologne … to a certain extent the design work has become
more economical. Analyzing the location still represents a lot of work, whereas the
spatial program of the school itself is increasingly easy to handle. We have simply had
more practice. But even then, we are still a long way away from the actual architecture.
Lederer
But we are the kind of architects who look at new jobs thoroughly and from all
angles. Even in the case of school construction. Moreover, the didactic aspect is also
important here. Does the building achieve the objectives of training social competence? Or is the only goal to implement school building guidelines?
But to go back to your approach to architecture: a few years ago there was an
exhibition on your bureau entitled „Inside is diﬀerent from outside“. That is a statement with which you place yourselves in diametrical opposition to the lightness
and transparency of the post-War southern German tradition.
Lederer
Indeed, that was something that preoccupied us from the outset, the fact that today
people no longer seem to need facades, and that speciﬁc space accordingly disappears. Or, it is everywhere.
Ragnarsdóttir
And what we want to do above all is to design space.

This all comes down
to the diﬀerence between Corbusier and
Mies. With Mies there
are always those four
toothpicks and two
beer mats.

Lederer
This all comes down to the diﬀerence between Corbusier and Mies. With Mies there
are always those four toothpicks and two beer mats, you can‘t look up or down. With
that kind of architecture of course it is necessary for the facade to be non-existent.
With Corbusier things are quite diﬀerent; with him you go in and always look up and
down.
Ragnarsdóttir
It is also decisive that we avoid the kind of self-referential architecture that announces: look at me, how diﬀerent I am from everything else. Our objective is always to integrate the building in such a way that we take the whole district into consideration.
We attempt to analyze the structure and to enhance the value of existing buildings.
Another of your trademarks is your approach to materials. You often use quite normal materials but the context in which they are employed allows them to appear
unusual and innovative.
Ragnarsdóttir
We prefer materials that people can get their hands on because they feel good and
maybe awaken memories. But at the same time, we are environmentally conscious.
For example, it is well known that manufacturing aluminum is a great strain on the
environment. Bearing this in mind you cannot use aluminum, or at least only in cases

where there is a good reason to do so, for example, in the aviation industry. But there
is no justiﬁcation for having to use aluminum in architecture.
And what are your views on ecology in general?

What we don‘t like
are dumb things. It
is just so completely
un-erotic and untactile if everything is
automated.

Ragnarsdóttir
There is a connection between materiality and our attitude to technology. As such
it gives us a great deal of pleasure if there are things that you can turn or pull or ﬂap
open, little, subtle things. But what we don‘t like – and this is the diﬀerence – are
dumb things. It is just so completely un-erotic and un-tactile if everything is automated. Why shouldn‘t we use our own physical strength occasionally?
Oei
Another reason for this is that our buildings cannot cost more than other buildings.
I believe that if you veto too much technology there is enough funding left over for
proper materials and more beautiful architecture. Doing this, I don‘t even have a bad
conscience because I know that it is a more enduring and ecological solution.
Ms. Ragnarsdóttir, do you introduce a diﬀerent, perhaps even a foreign perspective to the bureau?

Ragnarsdóttir
Without doubt everybody introduces a diﬀerent perspective. I would never deny or
attempt to highlight my nationality, but of course I grew up in a diﬀerent environment and with other values. In that respect I have been molded in a diﬀerent way.
Does this also exert an inﬂuence on the bureau‘s architecture?
Oei
I have occasionally heard that in some projects, for examples in Fellbach, people have
assumed that the colors came from our Icelandic colleague. This is no more than
outside perception and it is not true.

Lederer
But there is something in that. (Turning to Jórunn Ragnarsdóttir:) Back then you turned up with a set of crayons, told me I was boring, and colored the columns red!
Ragnarsdóttir
I was lucky enough to grow up with a Poulsen lamp over the dining table. That is
more than you can say about most southern Germans.
Lederer
Icelandic people are incredibly self-conﬁdent.
Color was just a cue. But that is something else that people notice about you: your
buildings are often unusually colorful.
Ragnarsdóttir
That is relative and an internal bone of contention. We argue a great deal about colors, it is something we enjoy doing.
Lederer
What colors achieve or do not achieve depends largely on the task at hand. It also
has something to do with light. Something we like to work with is colored light, with
colored glass windows for example, or with reﬂecting surfaces.
Ragnarsdóttir
But we do not go about it scientiﬁcally. We do not rely on any kind of color wheels or
color theories, but are simply guided by gut feelings, which is why we can have such
wonderful arguments about it.

I was lucky enough
to grow up with a
Poulsen lamp over
the dining table.

Lederer
Of course, it is often also a question of money. If there is a little money available we
can build with natural stone or brick, then you don‘t need as much color, then the
materials supply the color. At Helvetia in Frankfurt we were able to use natural stone
on the outside. On the inside everything is white.
Do you work outside Germany as well? Nowadays it is almost impossible to manage without commissions in China and Dubai.
Lederer
We do not actively look for such commissions. As long as we have work here, that‘s
OK. The quality of the architecture does not depend on location.
Ragnarsdóttir
We are not interested in establishing ourselves as a brand. We are happy about every
project that we can also be satisﬁed with in retrospect. That is what‘s important.

The interview was conducted by Amber Sayah
Amber Sayah, architecture and visual arts editor in the feuilleton section of „Stuttgarter
Zeitung“, born in Teheran in 1953. Studied German and the History of Art at the University
of Göttingen. Numerous publications, most recently, „Architektur in Vorarlberg - Bauten
seit 2000“ (Callwey Verlag, 2006). Co-founder of the Ludwigsburg Architecture Quartet,
which has been regularly meeting to discuss new buildings in the region since 1998.
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STAATSTHEATER DARMSTADT

The metamorphosis of a drive-in
theater:
Intimate stages were created in the
underground parking lot, the new
portal placed before the frontage,
which used to be almost completely
closed, lends the building a face on
its city side.

SALEM INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE IN ÜBERLINGEN ON LAKE CONSTANCE

On this delightful site with its
partial views of Lake Constance the
bureau was able to design the complex for a new boarding school, the
Schloss Salem School.
The ﬁrst stage was the creation of
a central building housing the hall,
the dining-room, the library and the
administration, a teaching building
and a residential facility designed for
both students and teachers consisting of rows of terraced houses
forming a lane used by both groups.

CATHOLIC ACADEMY IN HOHENHEIM, STUTTGART

The Academy grounds boast a
privileged situation opposite the
Botanical Gardens and the remains
of Franziska von Hohenheim’s Petit
Trianon.
For the extension to the Academy,
24 rooms, a hall, a chapel and a few
other rooms, all that was available
was a triangular plot of land on
the north of the site which tapered
oﬀ to the north from the existing
buildings.

HEAD OFFICE OF EVS IN STUTTGART

The new buildings for EVS in Stuttgart built on old virtues
In order to achieve a harmonious
overall eﬀect together with the
existing 1970s building with its dark
anodized aluminum and Calorex
glass cladding, the bureau opted
for dark gray bricks with a slightly
shimmering metallic ﬁnish.

SCHOOL IN SCHARNHAUS PARK/OSTFILDERN
The school building and the sports
hall are part of a new town currently being developed on the site of a
former barracks.
This development forms the northeastern edge of the town. Here,
the rounded lines of the sports
hall dominate the perimeter of the
development. On the other side,
the school building ﬁts in with the
rectangular structure of the existing
barracks buildings. The footprint and
cut correspond to the rigid character
of the streets.

